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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. 2nd Revised edition. 293 x 226 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The Oxford Primary
Atlas is a clear, bright and informative atlas for all 7-11 year
olds. This new edition includes up-to-date country data and
easy-to-read colourful mapping, presented in an accessible
visual layout based on research into how young children use
maps. It features key curriculum themes such as landscapes,
water, settlements, connections, and environments. It includes
easy-to-use features such as learning statements to summarize
each theme, focus panels to prompt independent or group
enquiry, innovative grid codes to help children find places
listed in the index, colourful photographs to aid children s
understanding of map symbols, attractive artwork to provide a
sense of place , and stimulating graphics to make large
numbers easy to understand. This new edition of the Oxford
Primary Atlas, specially written to support the requirements of
primary geography at Key Stage 2, and incorporating the
most popular features of the bestselling Oxford Junior Atlas,
uses simple, clear mapping and colourful illustration to create
a stimulating and informative atlas for all 7-11 year olds. The
Oxford Primary Atlas is also accompanied by the...
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This pdf is amazing. I actually have read and i also am sure that i am going to planning to read once more yet again
in the foreseeable future. Your lifestyle period will probably be convert once you total looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Aileen La r kin-- Ms. Aileen La r kin

It in one of my personal favorite publication. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. Its
been printed in an extremely basic way in fact it is just a er i finished reading through this ebook by which basically
transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Da vid Weber-- Da vid Weber
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